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May 2018 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

  1 2 3 
Young 
Toddler 
Mother’s 
Day Tea 
11:00am-
12:00pm 

4 
Mother’s 
Day Tea 
9:30-11:30 
am 
Early 
Dismissal 

5 

6 
Open House 
2-4pm 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 
Summer 
Camp 
Registration 
Due 

19 
End of the 
Year Field 
Day 10am-
12pm 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 
No  

School 

29 30 31 

 

FMS Open House 
Sunday May 6, 2018 from 2:00 – 4:00 PM 
We will be hosting an Open House on Sunday, May 6.  
Children moving up the level are welcome to tour the 
next classroom and meet the guide if did not get chance 
to schedule observation.Please invite your friends and 
family with young children to visit our open house and 
meet guides to get information about the program. 
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From Our Administrator 
Month of April was filled with different events and activities at FMS. 
Family Appreciation Movie night was well attended by children with 
their parents. They watched the movie, got up and danced singing 
songs while enjoying food. We appreciate all the help and 
commitment of FMS parents and being a vital part of the school 
community.  

Thank you for attending parent guide 
conference and coming out to help with 

spring beautification fest. Children were busy with craft projects, finding 
earth worms for plant bed and simply enjoying the nature! Renee 
Janowski, Reina & Andrew Rudd, Chantelle Fointno, Ann & Sean 
Braunstein, Wendy Evans and Christine Scully came with their garden 
tools. They helped with cleaning, planting bulbs & flowering perennials, 
cleaning the shed and clearing the brick path on the playground. 

 

FMS Summer Exploration 2018!  

Session One - June 25 to July 13, 2018 
NO Camp July 4  

Session Two - July 16 to August 10, 2018 
 

Join Ms. Lisa, Ms. Rolonda and other assistants to create 
summer craft projects and have fun filled outdoor time.  

Dr. Maria Montessori believed that an adult in the classroom should focus on the child as a person to 
nurture and inspire human potential, leading children to ask questions, think for themselves, explore, 
investigate and discover. The ultimate objective is to help the child on developing a basic love of 
learning. 

Dr. Montessori referred teachers as "Directress" or “Guides” as they do not simply present lessons: 
they are facilitators, mentors, coaches and guides. 

As parents know their own children's learning styles and temperaments, teachers too, develop a sense of 
uniqueness by developing a relationship over a period of time with the child and his/her parents. Montessori 
guides closely monitor their students' progress; know their students' strengths, areas for growth and interest. 



They prepare learning environment and use children's interest to enrich the curriculum and provide alternate 
avenues for accomplishment, retaining the curiosity and creativity. 

Different roles of the Montessori Guide 

Observer: The Guide spends significant time of the day observing children's learning and behavior. This helps 
him/her determine where the students are in terms of development and interest. This information is used by 
the Guide to know when to intervene in a child's learning with a new lesson, more challenging activity or 
simply reinforcement of basic ground rules, grace and courtesy. 

Educational Resource: The Guide facilitates learning process by serving as a resource from where child can 
pull together information, impressions and experiences. 

Role Model: The Guide models the behaviors and attitudes that children are working to instill in the students 
to help children develop the kindness, courtesy and self-discipline. 

Facilitate the "Match" between the Learner and Knowledge: The Guide understands that children learn in 
many different ways and at their own pace. They "follow the child" adjusting their strategies to meet the 
changing needs and interest to fit the development of each child. 

Environmental Designer: Montessori Guides organize appropriate social settings and academics programs to 
help children learn how to observe, question and explore ideas independently at their own level of 
development. They do this to a large degree through the classroom design and set-up, selection and 
organization of learning activities and structure of the day. 

 
2018-2019 Enrollment 
2018-2019 Enrollment Application is being sent home with the newsletter. Return the completed enrollment 
form to office before April 30 with $250.00 tuition deposit. You may choose to apply 2017-2018 tuition 
deposit for coming year. There will be $50.00 re-enrollment fee for the enrollment form or deposit received 
after April 30, 2018.  
 
Return to school calendar: 



 

Young Toddler Corner 

 

Spring is here and Young Toddlers are enjoying the outdoors. The beautiful part of Spring is the opportunity to 
explore the wonders of nature outdoor as well as indoors. The first thing that comes to mind for Spring is 
planting seeds. Young Toddlers have started the journey to learning about germination. As the Young Toddlers 
explore outside they are exercising their sensory awareness. Digging in the dirt, finding leaves, sticks, smelling 

flowers are all part of their way of learning about the outdoors. As the children 
find things they sometimes huddle and share their findings with each other. 
Having the opportunity to observe the children outside I’ve notice they explore 
their outdoor environment the same as their indoor environment. Their little 
hands are busy touching everything they can see. 
Discussing their findings with a friend and leading the 
friend to find other things of interest is exciting to 
watch. The children not only explore the grounds 
around them they are very much interested in what’s 
going on above their heads. Looking up and pointing 

out the birds or even a plane is exciting for them. Young Toddlers have been busy 
adding soil to their plants indoors and learning the importance of watering the 

pants. As the child uses the watering can to water the 
plants a child ask “where did the water go”. As we 
move on to add more soil to another pant I’m able to 
show the children the roots and explain where the 
water goes. We then discuss why it’s important to put dirt over the roots. The 
children have learned how important it is to be gentle with our plants as well. 
When a child has over watered they are able to get a towel and clean up the 
excess water. 

 
Being that Spring is such a colorful time of the year the children are able to 
exercise their knowledge of colors. Spending more time at the window looking at 

the beautiful flowers and the trees, the children are happy. Thank you to all the parents that came out for 
Earth day and helped to beautify our outdoor environment. 
 
 
“what the hand does the mind remembers” – Maria Montessori 
Lisa 

 



 

Pre-Primary 

Welcome Spring! I think, maybe, it is here to stay now. I just returned from Spring 
Beautification Day at FMS, thank you to all the families who came and volunteered your 
time and labor. We accomplished a lot. It was great seeing the kids get involved, 
digging in the dirt, bringing earthworms to Primary’s new flower garden, and hauling 
bricks. 
 
I look forward to spending more time outside with the Pre-Primary students this last 
month of school enjoying this warmer weather and exploring nature.  Maria Montessori 
understood the great importance of children spending time 
outdoors. In The Secret to Childhood she writes, “There must 
be provision for the child to have contact with nature, to 

understand and appreciate the order, the harmony and the beauty in nature… so that 
the child may better understand and participate in the marvelous things which 
civilization creates”. In From Childhood to Adolescence she writes “There is no 
description, no image in any book that is capable of replacing the sight of real trees, 
and all the life to be found around them, in a real forest. Something emanates from 
those trees which speaks to the soul, something no book, no museum is capable of giving.”  

 
This is so true. Children will learn so much more from hands on experiences outside 
than any science material on the shelf can provide them. For the children under 3 
most of their learning in nature is sensorial. From there, the adults can introduce new 
language to describe and explain what they are experiencing.  
 
Children can discover that all dirt is not alike.  The different tactile feeling of soil, sand, 

and mud oozing through their fingers makes this very clear.  Can we add water to sand to make mud? Can we 
create shapes out of sand or dry soil?  What is the perfect combination of soil, sand, 
and water to make a mud ball? 
 
Running barefoot through wet grass is another joyful tactile experience that can’t 
be replicated by any toy. Noticing the individual drops of water on a plant becomes 
a personal science lesson.  Why do some drops just stay put? What happens when 
two drops merge?  
 
Focus on all of the senses.  (Save “taste” for plants in the vegetable garden that we know are meant to eat!) 
Smell the fragrances of different types of trees and shrubs.  What is the difference between the smell of a pine 
tree and an oak tree? Which type of flower smells best? Are there any plants that stink? Notice the colors and 
shapes of the leaves on different plants and trees. Is the bark smooth or rough? 
 
Notice the colors, shapes, and scents of the flowers.  Do you see any insects 
around the flowers or in the grass? Take the time to watch an ant or a bee and 
how it interacts with the plants. 
 



Listen.  What sounds do you hear? The wind rustling through the trees? The birds singing? The squirrels 
chattering? Do you hear the sound of running water? 
 
Allowing and encouraging children to explore outside will provide them with a lifelong appreciation of the 
wonder of nature.  And, best of all, it’s just fun! 
Ms. Lauren 

 

 

Primary 

What a busy and productive month. Our theme of Botany has taken off and we hit a high mark with our Spring 
Beautification Fest on Sunday which was also Earth Day. Thank you again to all 
the families who participated, taking time away from their own gardens and 
activities to help on our grounds. We got a lot done! All the children were helpful 
in a major and focused way, they really did their share! 

Our two Primary Level plant beds were prepared with some hardy back-of-the-
border flowers installed in the “inedible” bed. Soil was carefully spooned into jiffy 

pots and seeds were planted to start indoors for the edible bed.  We hope to have a 
harvest of sorts later in the summer and into the fall.  

Botany materials we have been working on are: growth of a bulb, growth of a seed, parts 
of a plant, parts of a flower, types of wildflowers, types of fruits, names of leaf shapes, 
edible vs. inedible plants, the names of common garden tools and how to use them. We 
will continue to explore this area of science as well as expand our Zoology lessons. 

What fun sharing Primary Pride Night with the YOL students. They worked diligently as 
the evening progressed (on advanced math and language materials) despite all going on 
around them. “There are many who hold, as I do, that the most important part of life is not the age of 
University studies, but the first one, the period from birth to the age of six.  For that is the time when a man’s 
intelligence itself, his greatest implement, is being formed.  But not only his intelligence; the full totality of his 

psychic powers”. Maria Montessori 

Montessori Prepared Environments are less about the academics they offer, 
and more about whole human development in positive directions. These “life 
skills” stick around. In an ever more connected world, humans must learn to 
engage deeply, live authentically and use cooperative conflict management. 
Exactly what we practice every day! Most traditional programs have not 
figured out how to do all that and make it work. On Primary Pride Night we 



dove deeper into ways that we can free ourselves to pursue satisfied and 
uncomplicated lives, avoiding common pitfalls that detract from this. 

Spring is very much a time of growing and clumsiness, also forgetfulness. Are 
you noticing this at home? Growing pains can occur in the legs or stomach, 
and 4-year-olds are the most likely to have these as well as being more 
forgetful and unfocused. A lot of outdoor time can really help, before school 
even. 

Our theme for May will be the 5 senses. Montessori materials such as the tasting bottles, thermic bottles, and 
smelling jars will be rotated onto the Sensorial Area shelves. 

We very much enjoyed conferences and sharing with you your child’s specific progress in the areas of the 
classroom. Thank you for your patience as time got away from us a few times. As always, email me with 
Montessori Moments, insights, follow-ups and concerns. Human behavior never stops being interesting. 

We will plan a Summer Birthday Party during the last few days of school for those children who are not on-site 
for their special day. More information to come later in May, along with Graduation plans for our dear YOL 
students. 

Enjoy the warming trend! 

Nan Renzi and Alicia Mendoza 

 

 

 

 

Community Events 

 
Join in the fun as volunteers come together to beautify their parks for summer! All volunteers receive a t-shirt and 
lunch provided by local businesses. Get outside and socialize with your family, friends and neighbors – make it a 
party! Park Pride Day is a great opportunity for kids, scout groups, churches and other service organizations to give 
back to the community. Park work begins on May 5th at 8:30 am and 11 am lunch will be served at Irwin Park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homewood’s Memorial Day Parade is followed by a ceremony to remember, reflect and honor those who have 
given their lives in service to their country.  The parade is on May 28, 2018, starts at 10:30 AM and travels 
south on Dixie Highway from Chestnut Road to Olive Road and west to Harwood Avenue, stopping at Veterans 
park for the Ceremony.   

Come on May 19, 2018 from 9am-3pm and enjoy the 12th Annual Rail Fest, a day that rail enthusiasts of all 
ages enjoy all things trains! Homewood embraces its rich rail history. Families explore the intricate train 
layouts for all ages to enjoy. Kids participate in train crafts. Vendors offer one-of-a-kind collections of antique 
trains, model trains, train memorabilia, and items associated with model railways.   
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APRIL 

MAY 

JUNE 

4/12 – Thurs Parent-Guide Conferences 

4/13 – Fri 

Early Dismissal 
Parent-Guide Conferences 
NO SCHOOL 
Spring Beautification Fest

 Step-Up Week 

4/22 - Sun

4/23-4/26 M-R 

4/27 – Fri Spring Field Trip 

1 PM – 7 PM by 
appointment 
11:30 AM Dismissal 
8 AM – 2 PM by 
appointment
3 PM – 5 PM: Spring Fling
& Beautification Fest 
Matriculating children 
visit their new classrooms 
Children’s Farm, Palos 

4/30 - Mon Fall Registration & Deposits are due 

S M T W R F S 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

       23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 

S M T W R F S 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30 31 

5/4 – Fri 9:30 AM – 11:30 AM 
Staff Meeting at 12:30PM 

5/6 – Sun 

Mother’s Day Tea 
Early Dismissal   
Open House        2 – 4 PM: Current families 

visit next program & 
Prospective families tour 
school 

5/18 – Fri Summer Camp Registration Due 

5/19 – Sat End of the Year Field Day 10 AM–12 PM: Family Field 
Day @ Millennium Park 

5/28 – Mon NO SCHOOL Observation of Memorial Day 

S M T W R F S 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

6/8 – Fri Pre-Primary and Young Toddler 
Picnic & Bridging Ceremony 
Primary Commencement 
Early Dismissal  
Last Day of Classes for All Children 

8:30-9:30AM Picnic. 
9:45AM Bridging Ceremony
10:30AM - Commencement 
Children are dismissed at the 
end of their respective 
programs. 

6/25 – Mon Summer Camp Begins 8:30 AM – 4 PM 

22

19
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